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7 Although each access request to s is originated by users for the purpose of performing some action on the resources
under the control of s, a user is a “passive” entity for whom authorizations are defined and who can only connect to
the system. Thus, strictly speaking, users cannot be subjects of a security policy, since they do not carry out any
action on a system (c. §2). Indeed, the operating system s does not interact directly with a user u to enforce the
access control policy on s relative to u, but with processes running on s on behalf of u.
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a finite set of (possibly distributed) operating systems, and that
the resources in must be shared among a finite set  of users in such a way that:
1. Any resource is under the control of just one

as , so that
denotes the operating system in  to which pertains the grid resources shown in brackets;

2. The system enforces a certain access control policy on a set of users,
which are enrolled in the grid environment and are registered on system . That, as previously
stated, results into a security domain , where and consists precisely in the
time varying set of user's processes running on system ;

3. A grid user ? is subject to access control policies and mechanisms which inter-operate with
the ones enforced at the system level, in order to assure that grid resources are used properly;

4. Systems and users communicate along unsecured channels, from which parties other than those
for which the information is intended can reorder, delete, insert, or read;



5. Any represents an operating system with an associated security domain , where
, and consists precisely in the time varying set of user's processes running on system ;

6. There is an overall access control policy , satisfying the coexistence statements with respect to
the security domains associated to the operating systems

8. Users and systems are interconnected via a local area network, such that the overhead
introduced by any cryptosystem is not negligible with respect to the network  latency.

As directly follows from requirement (5), any cluster grid environment involves a trust
domain , where and is a trust relationship such that for any and , where

may denote both users involved into the grid, processes running on behalf of such users and
operating systems . Since, typically, an operating system is not a certification authority for the
users processes running on the system, the security domain is not a trust domain, so that

results in a simple trust domain.

Def.7 (Enterprise grid) An enterprise grid is a grid environment such that ,
and with the following additional properties:
5'. Any represents a cluster grid as per def. 6, with an associated security domain ,

where results in a trust domain with respect to the trust relationship induced by the access
control policy ;

6'. There is an overall security policy satisfying statements 1 and 2 with respect the security
domains in (5');



8'. Users and systems from different clusters are interconnected each other not necessarily via a
local area network, and the overhead introduced by suitable cryptosystems is negligible with
respect to the network  latency;

Def.8 (Global grid) A global grid is a grid environment such that , and with
the following additional properties:
5''.Any represents an enterprise or a cluster grid as per deff. 6 and 7, with an associated

security domain , where results in a trust domain with respect to the trust relationship
induced by the  access control policy ;

6''.There is an overall security policy which satisfies the coexistence statements with respect the
security domains in (5'');

8''.Users and systems from different are interconnected each other via the Internet, and the
overhead introduced by any cryptosystem is negligible with respect to the network  latency;
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, where is the set of users and is the set of operating systems which belong to the
grid. The trust relationship is such that for any and , where may denote both users
involved into the grid, processes running on behalf of such users and operating systems in . Any

has its own certificate (which could be issued by , as a consequence of a registration phase of
to , or - alternatively – could be a certificate self signed by and validated by via a reverse-

type certificate [RFC3647]). Any user has his/her EEC (c. §4.1) issued by , but he/she has
also a certificate relative to his/her account (if any) on an operating system , which is obtained
binding the public key to the accounting information on  with the  private key.
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